
DEDICATION OPPORTUNITIES

Inscribe
your family's 

LEGACY. 
 Write your letter 

in the Torah.
Aish HaTorah Detroit is proud to dedicate 5780 as the "Year of the Torah 
with The Torah Project, an opportunity for every family to inscribe their 

legacy in the Torah through the scribing of a letter in the Torah scroll

dedicated by Lisa and Danny Klein



a	Each of the 5 Books of Torah   ........................................................   $36,000
Bereishis (Genesis)   Sold

Shemot (Exodus) 

Vayikra (Leviticus)

Bamidbar (Numbers)

Devarim (Deuteronomy)

a	Torah Repair & Maintenance Fund    ..............................................   $36,000

a	V’Shinantam    .......................................................................................   $36,000
Torah Education Fund 

a	L’Dor Va’Dor   ........................................................................................   $25,000
The Growth of Future Generations

a	Ach Sameach   .......................................................................................   $25,000
Only Simchas

a	Growth   ...................................................................................................   $25,000
Planting & Growing 

a	Leadership   ............................................................................................   $25,000
The Gift of Vision

a	Or La Goyim   .........................................................................................   $25,000
A Light onto the Nations

Guardian dedications will be recognized on our Torah wall with a Guardian 
of Torah plaque. Guardian dedications ensure the legacy of Torah continues 
at Aish. The dedications support ongoing programs and scholarships for 
children and families so they can benefit from a Jewish education. 

        Guardians Of Torah 



a	Chatan Breisheet 
Chatan Torah & Chatan Breisheet are the two special aliyot 
read on Simchat Torah that conclude the annual cycle of Torah 
readings and begin it anew. The individuals honored with these 
two special aliyot are known as Chatan Torah (the "Torah Groom") 
and Chatan Breisheet (the "Genesis Groom").

a	Chatan Torah 
Chatan Torah & Chatan Breisheet are the two special aliyot 
read on Simchat Torah that conclude the annual cycle of Torah 
readings and begin it anew. The individuals honored with these 
two special aliyot are known as Chatan Torah (the "Torah Groom") 
and Chatan Breisheet (the "Genesis Groom").

a	Ma Tovu 
How Godly Are Your Tents, Jacob, Your Dwellings, Israel - The 
beauty of our sanctuaries and homes.

a	Shema Yisrael 
This is the ultimate expression of our faith in One God and the 
main pillar of Judaism. This phrase is said as a Jews first mitzvah 
and said upon one's last breath before passing.

a	Song At The Red Sea 
Praising God for all the good one receives

a	Ten Commandments 
The Ten Commandents are divided into two portions; laws 
between a person and their creator (parents are included in this), 
and laws between mankind. 

a	Crown for the Torah 
A completed Sefer Torah is treated with great honor and respect. 
It is girded with a special belt and robed with fine fabric, called 
a "Mantle". It is also decorated with an ornamental breastplate, 
Torah poles, and a crown. The ornaments are sacred vessels and 
somewhat resemble the ornaments of the Kohen Gadol (High 
Priest). The breastplate, mantle and crown often have little bells 
attached to them that remind us of this. A yad, or pointer, may 
also be hung from the scroll, since in respect to the holiness of 
the Torah, it should never be touched with the bare finger.

a	Atzei Chaim for the Torah 
Commonly translated as "Tree of Life", these poles remind us that 
as a tree nourishes and sustains life, so to does Torah nourish 
and sustains the spriritual life of a Jew.

a	Torah Breastplate
A completed Sefer Torah is treated with great honor and respect. 
It is girded with a special belt and robed with fine fabric, called 
a "Mantle". It is also decorated with an ornamental breastplate, 
Torah poles, and a crown. The ornaments are sacred vessels and 
somewhat resemble the ornaments of the Kohen Gadol (High 
Priest). The breastplate, mantle and crown often have little bells 
attached to them that remind us of this. A yad, or pointer, may 
also be hung from the scroll, since in respect to the holiness of 
the Torah, it should never be touched with the bare finger.

a	Mi Chamocha 
Who is like You among the powerful, O Lord? Who is like You, 
powerful in the holy place? Too awesome for praises, performing 
wonders!

a	Honor Your Parents
The great importance and significance of the Mitzvah to honor 
parents is seen in the fact that it is part of the Decalogue, the 
core of the Torah, and even more so as they are listed in the first 
five commandments that are between man and his creator. This 
is true since one's parents are also consider partners with God, in 
the creation of the individual.

a	Torah Cover - High Holidays
A completed Sefer Torah is treated with great honor and respect. 
It is girded with a special belt and robed with fine fabric, called 
a "Mantle". It is also decorated with an ornamental breastplate, 
Torah poles, and a crown. The ornaments are sacred vessels and 
somewhat resemble the ornaments of the Kohen Gadol (High 
Priest). The breastplate, mantle and crown often have little bells 
attached to them that remind us of this. A yad, or pointer, may 
also be hung from the scroll, since in respect to the holiness of 
the Torah, it should never be touched with the bare finger.

a	Torah Cover - Year Round
A completed Sefer Torah is treated with great honor and respect. 
It is girded with a special belt and robed with fine fabric, called 
a "Mantle". It is also decorated with an ornamental breastplate, 
Torah poles, and a crown. The ornaments are sacred vessels and 
somewhat resemble the ornaments of the Kohen Gadol (High 
Priest). The breastplate, mantle and crown often have little bells 
attached to them that remind us of this. A yad, or pointer, may 
also be hung from the scroll, since in respect to the holiness of 
the Torah, it should never be touched with the bare finger.

a	Torah Binder - High Holidays
A completed Sefer Torah is treated with great honor and respect. 
It is girded with a special belt and robed with fine fabric, called 
a "Mantle." It is also decorated with an ornamental breastplate, 
Torah poles, and a crown. The ornaments are sacred vessels and 
somewhat resemble the ornaments of the Kohen Gadol (High 
Priest). The breastplate, mantle and crown often have little bells 
attached to them that remind us of this. A yad, or pointer, may 
also be hung from the scroll, since in respect to the holiness of 
the Torah, it should never be touched with the bare finger.

a	Torah Binder - Year Round
A completed Sefer Torah is treated with great honor and respect. 
It is girded with a special belt and robed with fine fabric, called 
a "Mantle". It is also decorated with an ornamental breastplate, 
Torah poles, and a crown. The ornaments are sacred vessels and 
somewhat resemble the ornaments of the Kohen Gadol (High 
Priest). The breastplate, mantle and crown often have little bells 
attached to them that remind us of this. A yad, or pointer, may 
also be hung from the scroll, since in respect to the holiness of 
the Torah, it should never be touched with the bare finger.

Pillars Of Torah $10,000.00 



         Sustainers Of Torah $5,000.00 

a	Torah Ornaments
A completed Sefer Torah is treated with great honor and respect. 
It is girded with a special belt and robed with fine fabric, called 
a "Mantle." It is also decorated with an ornamental breastplate, 
Torah poles, and a crown. The ornaments are sacred vessels and 
somewhat resemble the ornaments of the Kohen Gadol (High 
Priest). The breastplate, mantle and crown often have little bells 
attached to them that remind us of this. A yad, or pointer, may 
also be hung from the scroll, since in respect to the holiness of 
the Torah, it should never be touched with the bare finger.

a	Blessing of Long Life
By connecting oneself to Torah, one connects to the Source of 
Life - God

a	Blessing of Torah 

a	Blessing & Mitzvah to Have Children 
And God blessed them, and God said to them, "Be fruitful and 
multiply and fill the earth

a	Blessing of Generations - L'Dor Vador
God's blessing and promise to be faithful to keep the covenant 
to those who love Him and for those who observe His 
commandments.

a	Blessing of Happiness & Joy
A blessing that a person should be joyful in all their endeavors.

a	Blessing of Health & Healing
All healing comes through the Source of Healing - God.

a	Blessing of Marriage
A blessing to become one through marriage.

a	Blessing of Peace 
The Covenant of Peace with Pinchas for his actions that helped 
stop the plague.

a	Blessing of Success

a	Blessing of the Land of Israel

a	Blessing of Wealth
The secret to wealth is to provide tzedaka to others.

a	Yom Kippur – Morning Reading

a	Yom Kippur – Afternoon Reading 

a	Rosh Hashanah – 1st Day Reading

a	The Blessing of Moses 

a	Let My People Go
Bravely standing up for others

a	Splitting of the Red Sea 
Divine Intervention

a	First Sentence in Torah

a	Chazak
These are the parshiot in which we complete each book of 
the Torah where it is customary to exclaim, "Chazak Chazak, 
V'nischazaik - Be Strong, be strong, may we be strengthened" - 
Strengthen yourself, and when you fall again, find the strength to 
move forward… when you do this despite the challenges, you will 
become invigorated and strengthened. 

a	Rosh Hashanah – 2nd Day Reading

a	Priestly Blessings

a	Matan Torah

a	The Love of G-d 

a	Family - The Power of the Jewish Family

a	Neshama - the Energy of the Soul 

a	The Tri - The G-d, the Torah & the Land of Israel



   Givers Of Torah $3,600.00

a	God's Eternal Loving-Kindness  
These are the 13 attributes of God's mercy to the Jewish people 
after the "Sin of the Golden Calf."

a	Jewish Supreme Court 

a	Moses Blesses the Children of Israel

a	Abraham, Sarah & The Three Angels 
Divine blessing for healing and children

a	Jacob Blesses His Grandchildren
Here Jacob blesses his grandchildren, Ephraim and Menashe - 
Joseph's children. This blessings was especially formulated to 
help protect them within the challenging environment of Egypt

a	Camped in Unity at Sinai
Rashi comments on the Hebrew word ויחן is singular, showing 
the unity of the Jewish people.

a	Jacob Blesses All His Children
This blessing, on the day of his passing, comprises the ultimate 
distinct missions of the individual tribes

a	Jacob Wrestles with the Angel 
Persevering and conquering the spiritual qualities of this world.

a	Jacob Receives Blessing In His Dream 
Divine Message of Protection

a	Joseph Reunites with His Brothers
The ultimate story of reconciliation, after dissension.

a	Joseph’s Dreams
Dreams are sometimes a divine communication to man to allow 
him to realize his goals

a	Noah Sends Forth the Dove
The story of the dove, the symbol of the Jewish people, is 
the ultimate description of seeking one's Independence and 
freedom.

a	The Holiday of Rosh Hashanah

a	The Holiday of Yom Kippur

a	Tablets Written by Finger of God
God's physical testament and guide to the Jews

a	V'ahavta
To love God - To foster a closeness to God through all of one's 
means and demonstrate this through teaching and action.

a	V'Shamru

a	Yad - Pointer

a	Moses' Prayer for Healing 
This was a prayer to God, from Moshe, to heal his sister Miriam.

a	Last Word - ישראל

a	The Vision of Jacob's Ladder

a	Noah's Ark
Here are two themes in this biblical story. It represents saving 
and caring for animals, and a safe haven and continuity for 
mankind.

a	The Love of Jacob for Rachel

a	Passover - 1st Day Reading

a	Shavuot - 1st Day Reading

a	Sukkot - 1st Day Reading 

a	Simchat Torah Reading

a	Parashat Breisheet

a	Parashat V'Zot HaBeracha
Final Blessing of Moses

Mitzvah number 613  is to write your own Torah.  Only a trained scribe can write a Torah and it takes 
about a year. Unless you become a scribe, how can you possibly fulfill this commandment?  

The answer is, by writing even one letter in a Torah scroll! The Torah is instructions for living and writing 
your letter in the Torah expresses your dedication to the 613 Mitzvot that instruct our lives. 

DID YOU KNOW?



  Champions Of Torah $1,000.00 

a	Covenant of the Rainbow
The rainbow shows on God's patience

a	Rebecca at the Well
Showing kindness to strangers and animals, earns one the 
privilege to be called one of the Mothers of the Jewish people.

a	The Giving of the Torah
As God descended into the earthly realm on Mt. Sinai, He 
communicated to the Jewish people, through Moshe, the Torah 
and with it came the ability for each Jew to create a dwelling 
place for God by fulfilling His commandments. 

a	First Sentence in Deuteronomy

a	First Sentence in Exodus

a	First Sentence in Leviticus

a	First Sentence in Numbers 

a	First Word – בראשית 

a	Moses Appoints Joshua the Leader 

a	Moses Passes The Leadership To Joshua

a	An Offering of Peace & Thanksgiving 

a	A Chosen People  

a	Fulfillment of Divine Promise to Sarah
(Realization of Blessings) 

a	Keeping The Sabbath 

a	Love Your Neighbor As Yourself
The Golden Rule. The basis of all Torah precepts can be traced 
to this one important principle.

a	Blessings For Following in God's Ways
Acts of Righteousness Towards Others 

a	Jacob Gathers Children to Bless Them 

a	Justice, Justice You Shall Pursue 

a	Miriam's Song  

a	Weekly Torah Portion - Parasha 

a	The Equality of Women
In this biblical narrative, the daughters of Tzelophchad are given 
land rights similar to men. The significance of equality of women 
concerning inheritance rights demonstrates Torah's sensitivity 
to women's rights

a	The Moment of Freedom from Egypt

a	Giving of the Half Shekel Coins
This commandment was equal for all Jews. This shows as a 
community we are all connected and equal.

a	The Making of the Silver Trumpets
God told Moses to have two silver trumpets made for a variety 
of announcements; to gather, to travel, to prepare for war

a	Land of Milk & Honey
The Land of Israel provides nourishment and sustenance that is 
sweet. 

a	First Letter in Torah - ב
The first and last letters of the Torah spell the word לב, meaning 
heart.

a	Last Letter in Torah - ל
The first and last letters of the Torah spell the word לב, meaning 
heart.

a	Mitzvah of Mezuzah 

a	To Love the Stranger

a	Opening Your Hand To The Needy
Tzedaka is one of cornerstones of our faith. To help those close 
to us and those around us.

a	Remember You Were a Slave in Egypt
Remembering one's humble beginnings allows one to be 
sensitive to others who may not be as fortunate as you.

a	Singing to God

a	God's Future Promise of Redemption

a	Abraham's Hospitality
Kindness shown even to strangers who are different in beliefs

a	Success for a Jewish Soldier
God assures his people that should they go out to war, the Lord, 
your God, will deliver the enemy into their hands

a	Marriage of Isaac & Rebecca

a	Lighting of the Menorah
The light of one's knowledge should be shared with others. / Also 
based on Rashi, one's alacrity towards a goal or project should 
not be diminished with time, but accomplished with the same 
initial enhusiasm.

a	Sanctity of a Jewish Soldier

a	Moses Writes the Second Tablets
The importance of man's involvement and second chances.

a	The Voice of the Great Shofar
The ultimate in public announcements.

a	The Divine Presence Rests On Tabernacle
The Fiery Cloud was a representation of God's dwelling on the 
Tabernacle, thus demonstrating our forgiveness.

a	I Have Set Before You Today Life & Good 
The freedom to choose is ultimately ours. Choose wisely.



a	Laws of Kindness

a	Love The Lord Your God

a	The Giving of Donations - Terumah 

a	Call to Abraham
To leave one's past and journey towards newer and higher levels 
of accomplishments

a	Miracles of the Ten Plagues
The revelation in this physical world of Gods providence.

a	Moses and the Ten Commandments

a	The Story of Creation

a	The Three Angels as Abraham's Guests

a	Respecting Your Elders
Judaism prides itself on its attitudes towards the elderly and 
encourages us to honor our Rabbis and sages.

a	The Mitzvah to Write a Torah Scroll
This is the source from which our sages derived the 
commandment to write your own Torah scroll.

a	Creation of Shabbat 

a	Attributes of God 
God's Attributes are a reflection of what each Jew should strive 
for. As He is merciful so should we etc...

a	Jacob's Name Becomes Israel
The change in his name signifies his achieving the status of a 
higher spiritual mission and goal.

a	Moses at the Burning Bush 
Divine communication of one's mission and acknowledgement 
of Divine providence

a	Building the Tabernacle
God's ultimate expression love for His people. 

a	Crafting the Holy Ark
The repository of God's testament. Based on Rashi, one's actions 
should be consistent with one's beliefs. Gold on the inside and 
outside.

a	Crafting the Menorah
The light of one's knowledge should be shared with others.

a	The Holiday of Sukkot

a	The Holiday of Passover

a	The Holiday of Shavuot

a	Receiving the Land of Israel  

a	The Seven Special Fruits of Israel

a	Care for the Widow & Orphan

a	Laws of Equality and Humanity 

a	Seeking Peaceful Resolutions 

a	Teaching Torah To Children 
The teaching of Torah ensures that our future generations will 
be connected to Judaism 

a	And It Was Good 
God looked upon the light and it was good.

a	Days of Creation 

a	I Have Set Before You Blessings 
Ultimately, all choices are in our hands. This is true even when 
the choices are as clear as blessings and curses.

a	Man Does Not Live By Bread Alone
Life is not dependent just on one's livlihood, but one's spiritual 
welfare is equally important.

a	Proclaim Liberty Throughout The Land

a	The Well of Miriam
In the merit of taking care of those close to you, wellsprings of 
sustenance will follow for you and others.

a	Education of Our Future
In each and every generation a person is obligated to see 
himself as if he had gone out of Egypt. (Haggadah). This passage 
commands us that we educate our future generations of the 
importance of our exodus and our becoming God's special nation.

a	The Value of Women's Words
When a woman speaks and makes a vow or promise, her words 
are given importance and great validity in the eyes of God.

a	You Shall Love Your God

a	Father's Responsibility to His Daughter Champions 
Of Torah
The importance of the integrity of women

a	Creation of Adam 
The first man

a	Creation of Eve 
The first woman

a	Joseph Interprets Butler & Baker’s Dreams

a	Protecting Your Animals 



   Friends of Torah $500.00 

a	Dotted Letter - ר

a	Dotted Letter - י

a	Dotted Letter - לנו ולבנינו 

a	Dotted Letter - ו (middle) 

a	Dotted Letter - אלו 

a	Dotted Letter - ו (middle) 

a	Dotted Letter - את 

a	Dotted Letter - וישקהו

a	Inverted נ in Back
The letter Nun is inverted and  
placed at the end of the sentence

a	Inverted נ in Front
The letter Nun is inverted and  
placed in front of the sentence

a	Large Letter - ה

a	Large Letter - ר

a	Large Letter - נ

a	Large Letter - ל

a	Large Letter - ן

a	Large Letter - י

a	Large Letter - ו

a	Large Letter - ג

a	Large Letter - ע

a	Large Letter - ד

a	Broken Letter - ו 
Peace that comes about through 
bloodshed is important at times yet 
ultimately is incomplete

a	First Letter in Deuteronomy - א

a	First Letter in Exodus - ו 

a	First Letter in Leviticus - ו 

a	First Letter in Numbers - ו 

a	Last Letter in Exodus - ם 

a	Last Letter in Genesis - ם 

a	Last Letter in Leviticus - י 

a	Last Letter in Numbers - ו

a	Keeping Your Word and 
Promises 

a	Mitzvah to Hear the 
Shofar 

a	To Be Fruitful & Multiply 

a	To Learn Torah

a	Laws of Kindness

a	Joseph’s Coat of Many Colors 
This gift was given to Yosef from his 
father as a sign of his love for him 
through their Torah learning.

a	Mitzvah to Count the Jewish 
People

a	To Discuss the Exodus on 
Passover

a	To Rejoice on the 
Festivals 

a	Kindness To Animals  

a	Moses Strikes The Rock

a	Eating Kosher Meat 

a	Don’t Mix Milk And Meat  

a	Leaving Forgotten Sheaves for 
the Poor

a	Leaving the Gleanings for the 
Poor

a	To Dwell in a Sukkah 

a	To Leave the Corner of the Field 
 

  Seeds of Torah $180.00

a	Abraham

a	Israel

a	Jacob

a	Leah

a	Miriam

a	Moses

a	Rachel

a	Rebecca

a	Sarah

a	Any Word (excluding first  
& last of each book)

a	Any Letter (excluding first  
& last of each book)

a	$6.13 Letter -  
Children & Youth 

a	Isaac 

INSCRIBE your family's legacy today!
For more information visit www.aishdetroit.com p r o j e c t

Dedications for the Torah are available and all the funds raised will be used to support the Aish HaTorah Education scholarships.


